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The ever increasing digitalisa-
tion which has spurred an 
entire e-reading culture is 
yet to render redundant the 

value of a printed book. This truth 
holds true not just for mass mar-
ket publications but also academic 
material to aid research work which 
begins in most cases with textual 
sources even for academic disciplines 
that involve intense field research. 

March 27 saw the launch of ‘Com-
pendium of Postgraduate Research’ 
by Mrs. Sriyani Ileperuma, at the 
National Library and Documenta-
tion Services Auditorium, amidst a 
gathering of academics and senior 
personalities in the library and 
documentation services sector in Sri 
Lanka.

 Compiler
The compiler of this Compendium 

was inarguably motivated by her 
passion to provide a publication that 
will act as a guide with invaluable 
bibliographic and indexical worth to 
researchers at postgraduate level. 

As I listened to the speakers who 
graced the podium that morning 
such as the Director General of the 
National Library – Sunil Walimuni, 
it became evident that this self made 
initiative to produce this compen-
dium was a painstakingly time con-
suming task demanding immense 
diligence and incisive expertise as a 
documentarian versed in the intrica-
cies of the science of Information 
Documentation, which obviously no 
layman to the subject can achieve.  

Sriyani Ileperuma is presently a 
Deputy Librarian at the University of 
Peradeniya. She has contributed 26 
years to date to the sector of library 
services and her research is mainly 
focused on the provision of scientific 
information for research. 

Awards
Among the credentials she possess-

es are several local and international 
awards for her contribution to widen 
horizons in the field of information 
provision for scientific research. Her 
services to the broader arena of aca-
demic research includes serving in 
the Study Group XIII of the National 
Science and Technology Commission 
(NASTEC) from 2007 to 2011, Com-
mittee for Ethical 
Clearance at the 
PGIS from 2006 
to 2014 and the 
International Fed-
eration of Library 
Associations 
(IFLA) and as a 
Standing Commit-
tee member of the 
Science and Tech-
nology Libraries 
section from 2007 
to 2011. 

In addition to 

that she is also a visiting lecturer in 
the Faculty of Science and the PGIS, 
University of Peradeniya, teaching 
research methodology and informa-
tion literacy. Her publications prior 
to this compendium include several 
research papers in local and interna-
tional journals. 

She currently serves as a member 
of the Editorial Advisory Board for 
Information Development published 
by Sage Publications in the United 
Kingdom.   

Research abstracts
The publication presents the 

meticulous collection of research 
abstracts which the compiler had col-
lected over a period of five years and 
categorised under ten boards of study. 
The academic disciplines include 
Geography, Sociology, and Econom-
ics to name but a three. In her speech 
the compiler stated that her editorial 
interventions with regard to even cor-
rections of grammar or typography 
were minimal in order to ensure the 
integrity is not displaced  

In his keynote address Prof. Piya-
dasa Ranasinghe, professor of Library 
Sciences from University of Kelaniya 
stated that the publication will be use-
ful to policymakers on subjects such 
as Economics.

In his commendation to Mrs. 
Ileperuma for the work she has 
accomplished in this publication, 
Prof. Ranasinghe made a captivating 
simile setting out the pragmatic appli-
cation related to academic research 
and the compendium’s value to aca-
demia.

 The esteemed professor said that 
‘librarians are navigators in the sea 
of information, and must have light-
houses.’ It is therefore inarguable that 
Mrs. Ileperuma’s publication will 
surely serve many on their voyages to 
reach new horizons of knowledge in 
the days ahead n  

Rebellion is a refusal 
of obedience. It may, 
therefore, be seen as 
encompassing, a range 
of behaviors from civil 
disobedience and mass 

nonviolent resistance, to violent and 
organized attempts to destroy an estab-
lished authority such as the govern-
ment. Those who participate in rebel-
lions are known as, "rebels".

At one stage in everyone’s life, being 
a rebel is a thing to flout; and because 
it is fashionable, it becomes their 
motto. Be that, as it may; many people 
believe that the questioning spirit is a 
rebellious spirit. 

That to me is the belief of authoritar-
ian men and women, and not that of the 
intelligent average human being. 

The questioning spirit is the quintes-
sence of the human mind, be it rebel-
lious or otherwise; and without which, 
the human species will still be jumping 
from tree to tree. 

If anything, questions show the 
mind's range. If one is to become aware, 
one needs to be a rebel; because with 
rebellion, awareness is born. 

What happens when one does not 
know the truth and at the same time 
cannot believe the lies; when one can-
not find a way, through fact or fiction, 
to give meaning to one’s own doubts? 
Without a questioning mind, we do not 
ever really exist at all. 

Questioning mind
Without a questioning mind, we 

would not have had a Buddha, a Jesus, 
a Jiddu Krisnamurthy, or all those great 
thinkers who enriched the human con-
dition, and the human mind. 

Therefore, I hold that a little rebel-
lion, now and then is a good thing; it 
is a good thing and as necessary to the 
humankind as storms to the journey 
of life. In fact, questioning denotes the 
sound health of the mind. 

Sri Lanka is a nation that had to con-

tend with a long period of rebellion – in 
the south and north. 

I grant that both were, not the result 
of a sound mind, or the questioning 
spirit. They were, if anything, founded 
in ignorance, but not wickedness. 

However, the question must be posed 
as to what caused a peace loving people, 

especially the youth who are normally 
prone to rebel, to rebel? The reasons are 
simple to find. 

When every form of lie is, repeated 
by those governing to keep themselves 
in governance. When, lies abound about 
a nation being the heaven on earth to 
its youth and their elders, contrary to 
existing facts. 

When those responsible for gover-
nance, their ministers, and a spineless 
public service believes in it and repeats 
it, contrary to existing truths; when gov-
ernance is in anarchy and only benefits 
those few governing, contrary to what 
they may project; then, it must be said 
that, there is nothing for the common 
man worth preserving. 

Thus, it is then, and only then will 
disobedience and rebellion, in the 
eyes of any one who has read history, 
becomes man's original virtue. In 
fact, progress and change arrives only 
because of such disobedience and the 
spirit of rebellion.

 This brings to my mind a poem by 
Samuel Butler, the iconoclastic Victo-
rian-era English author: “The worst of 
rebels never arm / To do their king or 
country harm, / But draw their swords 
to do them good, / As doctors cure by 
letting blood.” Thus, the spirit of rebel-

lion craves for happiness in life.  For, 
what country can preserve its liberties if 
their rulers are, not warned from time 
to time that their people preserve the 
spirit of resistance? The tree of liberty 
must be, refreshed from time to time 
with the blood of patriots & tyrants. It is 
its natural manure. 

Duped by duplicity
All people, at all times and always, 

cannot be, duped by duplicity; and 
every act of rebellion, only expresses 
nostalgia for innocence and an appeal to 
the essence of being.     

 Rebellion, which is not the same as 
a rebellious spirit, though apparently 
negative since it creates nothing, is 
profoundly positive because it reveals 
the part of man that must always be, 
defended. 

However, we must also raise the ques-
tion whether the end justify the means? 
That is possible. Nevertheless, what will 
justify the end? To that question, which 
historical thought leaves pending, rebel-
lion replies: that it is the means when, 
no more means are left; and something 
bears the aspect of the inevitable. 

After all, patriotism is too often the 
refuge of scoundrels; and when scoun-
drels happen to rule; dissent, rebellion, 
and all-around hell raising, has to 
remain the true duty of true patriots. It 
is because, men or women seldom, or 
rather never for a length of time and 
deliberately, rebel against anything that 
does not deserve rebelling against. 

Hence, when men and women are 
bought and sold as politicians often 
tend to; and the rest retain but a quan-
tity of life, which bleeds away, even as a 
form of wax: unthread the rude eye of 
rebellion and welcome home again the 
discarded faith of the spirit of rebellion. 

For amity and everlasting love is not 
for those hungry for power, not for 
those who have not lost the use of all 
deceit; not for those who live by false-
hood and not the truth. 

They contemplate not the devout 
desires of the masses; and instead, 
expect them to live on the spittle of the 
power hungry. Thus, the spirit of rebel-
lion is a moral law that gives soul to 
the universe, wings to the mind, flight 
to the imagination, and charm and 

gaiety to life, and to every other single 
thing life means. 

Recall how often in human history, 
the saint, and the rebel have been the 
same person. 

When the heart and mind are in 
conjunction, that is how, sometimes, 
the heart answers the question, which 
is yet to be, posed by the mind. It is 
also the reason why, the heart finds 
love, and not the mind; because the 
heart has its reasons, which reason 
knows not.

When the heart of a saint and the 
mind of a rebel meet, rebellion is born. 
It is because, when the heart speaks; 
the mind finds it indecent to object. 
Freedom is always, and exclusively, for 
the one who feels differently and not 
necessarily for the one who thinks dif-
ferently. 

Misunderstood
When most of the greatest individu-

als in history were misunderstood and 
you too have spent so much of your 
own adult life misunderstood, you can-
not help but believe that the majority 
of people know very little worth know-
ing about the heart or the mind; nor 
the spirit of rebellion. 

The spirit of rebellion decrees that 
the most subversive people are those 
who ask questions: for any one ques-
tion can be more explosive than a 
thousand answers. 

These men and women, men and 
women who question, were radicals for 
liberty; and they had a vision of equal-
ity that was a slap in the face of what 
the rest of us understood to be the 
unchanging, the orthodox. 

They were willing to die to make 
that desperate vision into a reality for 
people like us, whom they would never 
live to see. 

For them that question, pride is pas-
sion: for without pride, man becomes 
a parasite – and there are already too 
many parasites in our society to con-
tend with. See you this day next week. 
Until then, keep thinking; keep laugh-
ing. Life is mostly about these two 
activities n

For views, reviews, encomiums, and 
brick-bats: t_arjuna@yahoo.com 

Prof. Sunil Ariyaratne credits 
virtuoso Sunil Santha as having 
created an indigenous Sinhala 

music genre, to counter the then 
prevailing culture of largely copying 
original Hindi tunes,  which had a 
heavy bearing on Sanskrit words.

Our sister paper Silumina, in an 
article on the maestro, say  Ananda 
Samarakoon was an exception as he 
composed his own tunes, but that 
Sunil Santha had the benign influence 
of the Hela Haula and songs such as 
Olu Pipeela Vila Lela Denawa, Waren 
Heen Saray Ridee Walawe, Diya goda 
sema thena kiri ithiray and Ho gaa 
rella binde are a classic example of his 
unique creations. Sunil Santha had 
composed over 50 such songs. 

Popular songs such as ‘Lanka, 
Lanka Pembara Lanka’  were com-

posed by Arisen Ahubudu and 
Santha exploited the Sinhala poetry 
of Hubert Dissanayake, Rapiel Ten-
nekoon and Kumaratunga Munidasa 
for his songs, relishing  on lucid and 
unadulterated Sinhala with easy con-
summation. Santha’s success could 
be termed perfect and his identity 
remains intact with his songs remain-
ing popular even today. 

Sunil Santha  is acknowledged as 
the maestro who pioneered a novel 
Sinhala music tradition. He excelled 
in making full use of Western music 
to compose the Sinhala song. His 
interest lay in the creation of a popu-
lar music tradition among the people.

Songs such as Olu pipeela vela lela 
denawa, created by him are simple, 
flawless and remain popular even 
today.The Western music orchestras 
of the Forces often play songs such as 
Lanka Lanka Pembara Lanka.

Sunil Santha was the first to draw 
inspiration from Western music 
in creating Sinhala classical song. 
Strangely the Westernised Sinhala 
middle class who never listened to a 
Sinhala song or spoke Sinhala began 
to sing and play his songs.

The British Governor's daughter, 
Rams Botha had sung Sunil San-
tha's, Olu pipeela veila lela denawa 
which she cherished most and had it 
recorded. 

He, himself, midwifed the birth 
of a reservoir of fans of the Sinhala 
song n

The Spirit of 
Rebellion

A bequest for 
academia’s 
posterity 

Ode to
Sunil Santha 

'Rebellion to tyrants is obedience to God.'
Inscription on the tomb in Jamaica of John Bradshaw; an 
American educator, counselor, motivational speaker

at Lionel Wendt
Gayan Ratnayake's maiden 

art and sculpture exhibi-
tion, Catharsis,  will be held at 
the Lionel Wendt, Colombo on 
April 25-26. Also on display will 
be the works of Indika Sama-
rajeeva, Duliksha Hettiarachchi, 
Chiranthi Gunasekara and Pras-
antha Dharmashri, all graduate 
students  of the University of 
Visual and Performing Arts .  The 
inauguration will take pace at 
5.30 p.m. on April 24 n

Sunday, April 19
Norma'n Jazz – Mount Lavinia 
Hotel – 11 a.m.
Beverly Rodrigo – Cinnamon 
Grand – 7 p.m.
Aubrey Weiman – Kingsbury – 7 
p.m.
Soul and Cool Sweat – 7 Degrees 
North – 7 p.m.
Cross Roads Trio – Hilton – 7 p.m.
Barefoot Band – Barefoot – 11 a.m.
DJ Arcadia - Sky, Kingsbury – 7 
p.m.
Circle Acoustic – FDO's  - 8 p.m.
Wave – Kingsbury – Poolside – 7 
p.m.
Sam Dayaratne –
 Waters Edge – 7 p.m.
RCC – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 
p.m. 
Thusitha – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Oriental Trio – Terrace, 
Mt. Lavinia – 7 p.m.
Monday, April 20
Ananda Dabare Trio – Cinnamon 
Grand – 7 p.m.
Rebels – 7 Degrees North – 7 p.m.
DJ Kapila – Library, Cinnamon
 Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Thusitha – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Stella Karaoke – Il Ponte – 8 p.m.
Tuesday, April 21
Sunquick Cup – Nuwara Eliya
Audio Squad R+B Disco – 8 p.m.
Jam Lab – 7 Degrees North – 7 p.m.
DJ Kapila – Library – Cinnamon 
Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Thusitha – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Cold Sweat – Kingsbury – 7 p.m.
Stella Karaoke – Il Ponte – 8 p.m.
Trio – Cinnamon Grand – 7 p.m.
Wednesday, April 22 
Shaman and RCC - 7 Degrees 
North – 7 p.m.
Beverley Rodrigo – Cinnamon 
Grand – 5.00 p.m.
Paul Perera – Galadari Hotel – 7 
p.m.
DJ Effex – Magarita blue – 8 p.m.
D-zone – Curve - 9 p.m.
Replay – Colombo Courtyard – 8 
p.m.
Crossroads – Colombo 
Hilton – 7 p.m. 
DJ Kapila – Library – 
Cinnamon Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Jazz Trio – Kingsbury – 7 p.m.
Shane Vincent – Cinnamon 
Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Mintaka – Qbaa – 8 p.m.
Geoffrey Fernando – FDOs – 8 
p.m.
Thursday, April 23

Dee Zone – R & B Disco – 8 p.m.
Burn – Colombo Hilton – 7 p.m.
Rock Steady – Qbaa – 8 p.m.
Cool Sweat – Cinnamon 
Lakeside – 7 p.m.
Soul – 7 Degrees North – 7 p.m.
Kismet – Galadari Hotel 
Heat – Margarita Blue – 8.30 p.m. 
Ananda Dabare Trio – Cinnamon 
Grand – 7 p.m.
Kool – Curve – 10 p.m. 
Geoffrey Fernando/Circles Acous-
tic – FDOs – 8 p.m.
Shaman – Terrace, Mt. Lavinia 
Hotel – 7 p.m.
Friday, April 24
Anno Domini / Beverley Rodrigo – 
Cinnamon Grand – 7 p.m. 
Magic Box Mix up – 
Waters Edge – 8 p.m.
Audio Squad – R+B Disco – 8 p.m.
Kismet – Galadari Hotel – 7 p.m.
Crossroads/Effex Djs – 
Margarita Blue – 8.30 p.m. 
Burn – Colombo Hilton – 7 p.m.
Kool- Curve Bar – 10 p.m. 
Mintaka-Qbaa – 8 p.m.
Rebels – Mount Lavinia Hotel – 7 
p.m.
Cold Sweat – Kingsbury – 7 p.m.
DJ Kapila – Library – Cinnamon 
Lakeside – 9 p.m.
RCC – Cinnamon Lakeside – 7 
p.m.
Soul – 7 Degrees North – 7 p.m.
Geoffrey Fernando – FDOs – 8 
p.m.
Saturday, April 25
Sunset Music – Sunset Cove 
Mt.Lavinia 7 p.m.
Fashion Show – Elizabeth Moir 
School – Park Mews – 6.00 p.m.
Geoffrey Fernando – FDOs. - 8 
p.m.
Norma'n Jazz – Mount Lavinia 
Hotel – 7 p.m. 
Mintaka – Curve Bar – 10 p.m. 
Wave – Kingsbury Poolside – 7 p.m.
DJ Naushad – Waters Edge – 8 p.m.
Deezone – Library – Cinnamon 
Lakeside – 8 p.m.
Magic Box – Qbaa – 8 p.m.
Soul – 7 Degrees North – 7 p.m.
Collective Colours – Colombo 
Hilton – 7 p.m.
Burn/Effex DJ – 
Margarita Blue – 8.30 p.m.
G 9 / Heat – Cinnamon Grand 7 
p.m.
Cool Sweat – Cinnamon 
Lakeside – 7 p.m.
E-mail your events to 
vdt@sundayobserver.lk
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